
＜Key assumption used for above demand forecast＞
Maximum peak-hour demand for the current year is
estimated at about 55 million kW despite an expected 
decline because of enhanced electricity-saving 
consciousness and other factors.

Last year’s maximum peak demand rose to 60 million  
kW on July 23 due to extremely high temperatures.

＜Key assumptions used for above supply outlook＞
TEPCO will make every possible effort to enhance its supply capacity by (1) restoring damaged thermal power 
plants as much as possible; (2) reactivating thermal plants currently under regular inspection; (3) reactivating thermal 
plants in long-term nonoperating status; and (4) utilizing electricity interchange with other power companies via 
interregional interchange lines.
The above measures will enable TEPCO to supply more or less 45 million kW in the coming summer  months.  
(Except in August when the supply will drop as Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Plant No.1 and No.7 will undergo 
regular inspection.)

Note: TEPCO’s supply capacity does not consider pumped storage generation (which in normal conditions generates  some 2   
million  kW) and may vary depending upon electricity interchange with other power companies,  weather and other  factors.
In addition TEPCO will endeavor to increase its supply capacity by (1) further restoring damaged thermal plants; (2) 
installing emergency power sources including gas turbines, and (3) purchasing electricity from private power plants.

・ It is expected at this moment that the maximum supply-demand gap during the coming summer time will likely rise to about 10 million kW* at its peak. To 
reduce the gap, efforts to increase the electricity supply capacity over the next few months will be made by using all available measures.  
Note*: If we estimate the peak demand at last year’s level (60 million kW), the gap will be about 15 million kW.

・To cope with deficient electricity supply capacity, continual rolling blackouts cannot be avoided for the time being, however at the same time, it is required to 
drastically change the electricity demand structure  so as to minimize the enforcement of the blackouts.
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Near-term electricity supply-demand forecast in TEPCO areas
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